CHAPTER X
IN OPPOSITION
A disastrous General Election for Liberals—Rosebery's clashes with Harcourt—
Armenia—Gladstone's re-emergence and challenge to Rosebery's Policy—
Rosebery resigns leadership of the Party—Uganda—Fashoda—Harcourt and
Morley dissociate themselves from the other leaders.	0. A.
1896-1899 the General Election of summer 1895 was calamitous for the
Age 4M7 Ljkera] party. Their forces were devastated. Asquith and Camp-
bell-Bannerman survived, and even increased their majorities: but
Harcourt and Morley, among the senior leaders, lost their seats,
and the Liberal representation in the House of Commons sank, as
the result of the election, from 274 to 177.
This attenuated force was destined to endure ten years of opposi-
tion. The decennium falls naturally into three periods; first that
from 1895 to the outbreak of the Boer War in 1899 : then the period
from 1899 occupied by that war itself and its immediate sequels:
and finally the period 1903-1905 covered and dominated by Mr,
Chamberlain's fiscal campaign. The first two of these phases were
marked by increasing distraction and embarrassment engendered
by 'the clash of personalities competing for leadership, and
by differences in policy in connection with South Africa. These
last differences, honestly entertained and (after genuine attempts
to bridge them had failed) strenuously pursued, led the party, in
the early years of the'twentieth century, to the brink of disruption,
In" the third phase they were gradually reconciled and sunk in
? a common opposition to Mr. Chamberlain's campaign for Protection,
'4 which, while splitting his own party into three factions, welded
Ids opponents into a unity which had seemed past hope and prepared
fee ground for the landslide of 1905-1906,
It is with the period 1895-1899 that we are concerned in this
chapter. Chronologically it includes as one of its earliest and most
pi?egn$at events, .the Jameson raid; but inasmuch as the raid

